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ABSTRACT
Cross education is the phenomenon by which the untrained limb will experience a gain in
strength following a unilateral resistance training program. However, little is known as to the
underlying adaptation occurring in the untrained limb. Purpose: To examine the effect of
dynamic unilateral resistance training on the strength and neuromuscular adaptations of both the
trained and untrained legs. Methods: Eight previously untrained males (22.38±2.92 y,
1.73±0.08 m, 75.26±14.53 kg) completed a four-week unilateral resistance training program,
while another eight untrained males (24.00±4.57 y, 1.84±0.05 m, 94.21±16.14 kg) served as
controls. Isometric leg extension strength, leg press 1 repetition maximum (1RM), leg extension
1RM, root mean square of the maximal electromyographic amplitude (EMG), submaximal EMG,
dynamic neuromuscular economy (NME) and the slope of NME-power output relationship were
determined before and after training to assess the changes in strength and neuromuscular
adaptations of the vastus lateralis (VL) and rectus femoris (RF) in both the trained and untrained
legs. The unilateral resistance training program was conducted on the dominant leg (DOM) in
the unilateral resistance training group (URT) and was compared to the dominant leg of the
control group (CON). Cross education was measured in the nondominant leg (NON) for both
groups. The unilateral resistance training program was completed three days per week for a total
of twelve training sessions. Exercises included in the training program were unilateral leg press,
unilateral leg extension, bilateral chest press and bilateral low row. All data was analyzed using
one-way analysis of covariance of the post-testing values using the pre-testing values as the
covariate. Further analysis of the EMG and NME data was performed using magnitude-based
inferences. Results: The URT group improved their isometric (DOM:11.03%, NON:4.98%), leg
iii

press (DOM:77.63%, NON:64.88%) and leg extension (DOM:46.76%, NON:16.43%) strength
after the four weeks of resistance training. There was no difference between the groups in
isometric strength in the dominant (p=0.188) or nondominant (p=0.948) leg. For leg extension
1RM, there was a significant difference between groups in the dominant leg (p=0.018), but not
the nondominant leg (p=0.482). However, there were significant group differences in both the
dominant (p=0.003) and nondominant (p=0.034) leg for leg press 1RM. In terms of maximal
EMG, the training groups improved in the vastus lateralis (DOM:29.81%, NON:31.44%) and
rectus femoris (DOM:20.71%, NON:6.26%) individually, as well as in total EMG
(DOM:24.78%, NON:17.57%). There was a Likely Positive or Very Likely Positive effect of
unilateral resistance training on the changes in maximal EMG of the vastus lateralis and rectus
femoris in both the dominant and nondominant legs. There was a Likely Positive effect of
unilateral resistance training on the submaximal EMG of the dominant vastus lateralis at 75 and
125 watts. Conversely, in the rectus femoris, there was Unclear effects of unilateral resistance
training on the submaximal EMG of the dominant leg. There was no consistent effect of
unilateral resistance training on submaximal EMG values of the vastus lateralis in the
nondominant leg. However, the rectus femoris in the nondominant leg experienced a Likely
Positive effect of unilateral resistance training on submaximal EMG. NME improved in the URT
group in the VL at 75 (DOM:9.73%, NON:13.42%), 100 (DOM:8.76%, NON:8.21%), and
125(DOM:24.26%, NON:12.8%) watts and in the RF at 75 (DOM:22.25%, NON:15.73%),
100(DOM:24.85%, NON:17.05%) and 125 (DOM:30.99%) watts. In terms of neuromuscular
economy, there was a Likely Positive or Very Likely Positive effect of unilateral resistance
training on most measures of NME on both the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris in both the
dominant and nondominant legs. In terms of NME slope, there was only a Likely Positive effect
iv

of unilateral resistance training on the dominant vastus lateralis. Conclusion: Based on these
results, it appears that the cross education of strength from unilateral resistance training is
modality-specific. Furthermore, the NME of both the vastus lateralis and rectus femoris in both
legs appear to improve following unilateral resistance training. However, in the nondominant
leg, the improvement in NME appears to be due solely to the increase in maximal EMG, whereas
the improved NME in the dominant leg is due to both an increase in maximal EMG and a
decrease in submaximal EMG.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Cross education is the ability of an untrained limb to experience a strength gain when the
contralateral limb is trained unilaterally. Cross education has been shown to occur in the
muscles of the hand(Yue & Cole, 1992), elbow (Farthing, Borowsky, Chilibeck, Binsted, &
Sarty, 2007; Farthing et al., 2011; Khouw & Herbert, 1998; Moritani, 1979; Munn, Herbert,
Hancock, & Gandevia, 2005; Shaver, 1970; Shaver, 1975), and knee (Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992;
Evetovich et al., 2001; Garfinkel & Cafarelli, 1992; Hortobagyi, Lambert, & Hill, 1997; Kannus
et al., 1992; Komi, Viitasalo, Rauramaa, & Vihko, 1978; Narici, Roi, Landoni, Minetti, &
Cerretelli, 1989; Ploutz, Tesch, Biro, & Dudley, 1994; Tracy et al., 1999; Zhou, Oakman, &
Davie, 2002). When analyzing these studies, the effect of unilateral resistance training (URT) on
the maximal voluntary strength of the untrained limb has been shown to range from 3-15%
(Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992; Evetovich et al., 2001; Garfinkel & Cafarelli, 1992; Kannus et al.,
1992; Komi et al., 1978; Narici et al., 1989; Ploutz et al., 1994; Shima et al., 2002; Tracy et al.,
1999), however some studies have reported changes greater than 20% (Farthing, Chilibeck, &
Binsted, 2005; Farthing et al., 2007; Fimland et al., 2009; Hortobagyi et al., 1997; Moritani,
1979; Zhou et al., 2002).
Many studies have examined cross education of the knee extensor muscles after
completing isometric URT (Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992; Garfinkel & Cafarelli, 1992; Kannus et
al., 1992; Komi et al., 1978) or isokinetic URT (Evetovich et al., 2001; Hortobagyi, Scott,
Lambert, Hamilton, & Tracy, 1999; Hortobagyi et al., 1997). However, only two studies, to our
knowledge, have assessed the effectiveness of dynamic URT on cross education in the knee
extensors (Coburn et al., 2006; Tracy et al., 1999). Coburn et al. (2006) did not significantly
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improve strength in the untrained limb when individuals completed eight weeks of URT with the
nondominant leg. Tracy et al. (1999) showed dynamic lower body URT for nine weeks to
increase contralateral knee extensor isotonic strength in older adult men and women; however no
examination into the neuromuscular mechanisms was performed. Further understanding of the
mechanisms behind cross education is needed to properly explain the phenomenon of cross
education. Neuromuscular adaptations are considered a likely mechanism behind cross
education (Carroll, Herbert, Munn, Lee, & Gandevia, 2006; Lee & Carroll, 2007).
Neuromuscular adaptations have been shown to occur after completing bilateral
resistance training. Electromyography (EMG) analysis has shown a significant increase in
maximal muscle activation during isometric, isokinetic and a 1 repetition maximum (1RM)of the
knee extensor muscles after 14 weeks (Aagaard et al., 2000) or 16 weeks (Häkkinen & Komi,
1982) of bilateral resistance training. Similar neuromuscular adaptations have been argued to be
the primary mechanism behind cross education (Carroll et al., 2006; Lee & Carroll, 2007).
Maximal muscle activation of the untrained limb has been examined after URT. A significant
increase in the maximal muscle activation in the untrained limb has been seen after only 6 weeks
of URT (Farthing et al., 2007; Shima et al., 2002). Also, after 6 weeks of URT, there were no
significant changes in the muscle thickness of the untrained arm, implying that the cross
education of strength is primarily due to neuromuscular adaptations rather than hypertrophic
gains (Farthing et al., 2007). Similarly, Moritani et al. (1979) saw significant increases in the
strength and maximal muscle activation of the untrained arm, but no change in cross-sectional
area after 8 weeks of URT. While the cross education of maximal muscle activation has been
well established, only one study has examined the effect of URT on contralateral limb muscle
activation at submaximal intensities. Ploutz and colleagues (Ploutz et al., 1994) observed
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reduced activation at the same absolute submaximal intensities in the untrained limb following 9
weeks of URT (Ploutz et al., 1994). Another study by Tillin et al. (2011) examined EMG
activity during submaximal isometric knee extensions with no significant change observed in the
untrained limb after 4 weeks of URT. However, the submaximal loads were relative to the
participant’s new maximum after training which means that each trial was performed at a higher
absolute load. Thus, it is unknown if the resistance training had an effect on muscle recruitment
at the same absolute loads. Cadore et al. (Cadore et al., 2010) defined the term neuromuscular
economy (NME) as “lower muscle activation, represented by EMG signal amplitude, necessary
to perform the same absolute load”. To date, the concept of NME has not been used to examine
the effects of URT and study cross education.
NME can also be defined as the amount of muscle activation required to move a specific
load, where an enhanced economy would require less muscle activation to move the same load.
Cadore et al. (Cadore, Pinto et al., 2011b) determined dynamic NME by utilizing EMG during
submaximal trials on a cycle ergometer. NME of the vastus lateralis (VL) at 50 watts has been
shown to be negatively correlated to 1RM and maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) in the
elderly (Cadore et al., 2011b) which means that individuals with higher strength values requires
lower muscle activation at a submaximal intensity when compared to weaker individuals. The
effect of resistance training on isometric NME was first examined by Cadore et al. (Cadore et al.,
2010). Following 12 weeks of strength training, improved isometric NME during submaximal
isometric knee extension was observed in older adults (65.5 ± 5 years old)(Cadore et al., 2010).
Furthermore, 12 weeks of resistance training has been shown to improve dynamic NME of the
VL at 100 watts (Cadore, Pinto et al., 2011a). Concurrent training, consisting of 40 minutes of
full body resistance training and 30 minutes of cycle ergometry 3 days a week, for 12 weeks has
3

also been shown to improve dynamic NME during a cycling trial in both the VL and rectus
femoris (RF) (Cadore et al., 2011a; Cadore et al., 2012).
To better understand the mechanisms behind cross education, this study utilized dynamic
NME to determine if any neuromuscular adaptations occurred in the untrained leg in response to
URT. Changes in dynamic NME may provide evidence regarding the mechanisms of cross
education.
Purpose
1. To determine the effects of 4 weeks of URT on the NME of each leg.
2. To investigate the effects of 4 weeks of URT on the PKF of each leg.
3. To examine the effects of 4 weeks of URT on the strength and of each leg.
Hypotheses
1. After 4 weeks of URT the strength, peak isometric force (PKF), maximal EMG and NME of
the trained leg will be increased.
2. After 4 weeks of URT, a cross education effect will occur. The strength, PKF, maximal
EMG and NME of the untrained leg will be increased because of this cross education.
3. The changes in strength, PKF, maximal EMG and NME will be greater in the trained leg than
the untrained leg.
4. Strength, PKF, maximal EMG and NME will not change in the control group.
Operational Definitions
1. Cross Education – The phenomenon in which an untrained limb will experience adaptations
in strength, muscular activation and NME when the homologous muscle group of the
contralateral limb is trained unilaterally.
4

2. Maximal Voluntary Contraction – PKF of the knee extensors record with the knee and hip at
angles of 110⁰.
3. Maximal/submaximal EMG – The EMG root mean square amplitude values during MVC
and NME tests, respectively.
4. Neuromuscular Economy – Muscle activation while cycling at 75, 100 and 125 watts
normalized to muscle activation during a maximal isometric contraction activation.
5. Dominant Leg – Leg dominance was determined via the Waterloo Footedness Questionnaire.
All participants in the URT group were trained on the dominant leg.
Abbreviations
URT – Unilateral Resistance Training
CON – Control Group
MVC – Maximal Voluntary Contraction
PKF – Peak Isometric Force
LP – Leg Press
LE – Leg Extension
EMG – Electromyography
1RM – 1 Repetition Maximum
NME – Neuromuscular Economy
RF – Rectus Femoris
VL – Vastus Lateralis
DOM – Dominant Leg
NON – Nondominant Leg
5

Delimitations
Twenty men between the age of 18 and 35 were recruited for this study. All participants
completed a Confidential Medical and Activity Questionnaire, Physical Activity Readiness
Questionnaire, Dietary Recall and a written informed consent prior to testing. To be included
into this study, participants had to be healthy and free of disease or injury. Participants were
excluded from the study if they had performed resistance exercise training within the last year or
were currently meeting or exceeding 150 minutes of moderate or 75 minutes of vigorous
cardiovascular activity per week. Participants were also free from nutritional supplements for 3
months before enrolling in this study. Nutritional supplements that lead to exclusion from this
study included, but were not limited to, protein powders or bars, creatine and branched chain
amino acids.
Assumptions
Theoretical Assumptions
1. Participants accurately and truthfully answered the Confidential Medical and Activity
Questionnaire and Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire.
2. Participants did not consume nutritional supplements throughout the duration of the study or
3 months prior to enrolling.
3. Participants did not engage in exercise programs outside of the study.
4. Participants gave maximal effort on the all testing measures.
5. Participants maintained a similar diet throughout the duration of the study.
6. Participants completed all URT sessions.
7. Participants maintained a relatively standard sleep cycle.
6

Statistical Assumptions
1. The sample was randomly selected from the population.
2. Participants were randomly placed into their respective group.
Limitations
1. Participants were recruited primarily from the University of Central Florida; therefore the
process of participant selection may not be truly random.
2. Participants were only those who volunteered for the study, which may limit a truly random
selection.
3. The untrained leg of the participants in the URT group may have been utilized and stimulated
outside of the URT sessions via daily activity.
4. Due to the amount of time required with pre-testing, post-testing and the 4 week intervention
period, participant withdrawal from the study occurred.
5. Actual dietary consumption was not measured and daily dietary fluctuations may have
occurred throughout the study.

7

CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Cross education after unilateral resistance training
Komi, Viitasalo, Rauramaa, Vihko, 1978
Effect of isometric strength training on mechanical, electrical and metabolic aspects
of muscle function
This study utilized 12 weeks of unilateral isometric knee extension training to assess the
cross education of strength and EMG activity. Six sets of twins were recruited for this study
with one of each set being placed in each group. The training group completed four resistance
training sessions per week throughout the twelve weeks for a total of 48 training sessions.
During the first two weeks of training, participants completed 5 maximal contractions per
session. An extra contraction was added to each workout with each week of training. Maximal
isometric strength was tested on the same dynamometer that was used during training. The
trained leg experienced a 20% increase in maximal isometric strength, while the untrained leg
experienced an 11% increase in strength. Maximal EMG activity was recorded during these
maximal isometric contractions. The trained leg experienced a 38% increase in maximal EMG
activity of the RF, while the untrained leg did not experience any significant change. EMG
activity was also recorded during submaximal contractions. The force during these contractions
was the same absolute intensity before and after training. While not significant, there was a
trend towards lower EMG activity at the same absolute load in both the trained and untrained
leg. This would be an indication of isometric NME. Although the results were not significant,
there is promise that NME adaptation may be able to cross over to the untrained limb.
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Moritani, Toshio, deVries, Herbert, 1979
Neural factors versus hypertrophy in the time course of muscle strength gain
The primary purpose of this study was to assess the neuromuscular and hypertrophic
adaptations to URT in the trained and untrained arms. Seven males and eight females
volunteered for this study. Five participants completed 8 weeks of URT. Training sessions were
completed 3 days per week and consisted of 2 sets of elbow flexion for 10 repetitions at a load
equal to 66% of the individuals 1RM. Participants were tested every two weeks on maximal
isometric elbow flexion, muscle cross sectional area, maximal muscle activation level, and
efficiency of electrical activity. Further analysis showed the contributions of neural factors and
muscle hypertrophy on the increases in strength. Results showed significant improvements in
strength, cross sectional area, muscle activation and efficiency of electrical activity in the trained
arm. The untrained arm experienced significant changes in maximal strength and activation
level, but no changes in cross sectional area or efficiency of electrical activity. When comparing
the changes in neural factors and muscle hypertrophy throughout the training period, the trained
arm experienced changes in both, with greater changes in neural factors during the first two
weeks. However, the untrained arm experienced changes in the neural factors throughout all 8
weeks of training, with no significant change in muscle hypertrophy. In summary, the cross
education of strength appears to be primarily due to increased muscular activation rather than
increased muscle size.

9

Narici, Roi, Landoni, Minettis, Cerretelli, 1989
Changes in force, cross-sectional area and neural activation during strength
training and detraining of the human quadriceps
The focus of this study was to examine the changes in MVC, maximal EMG activity, and
cross-sectional area of the quadriceps following 60 days of unilateral isokinetic training.
Training occurred 4 days per week and consisted of six sets of 10 repetitions of maximal
isokinetic knee extension on the dominant leg only. The trained leg experienced significant
increases in MVC (20.8% ± 5.4%), maximal EMG (42.4% ± 16.5%) and cross-sectional area
(8.5% ± 1.4%) after 60 days of training. The untrained leg experienced no change in crosssectional area, while MVC (8.7% ± 4.3%) and maximal EMG (24.8% ± 10%) showed a trend
towards increasing, only to a non-significant level. While not significant, the changes in MVC
and EMG in the absence of changes in cross-sectional area support the neural mechanism of
cross education.
Carolan, Cafarelli, 1992
Adaptations in coactivation after isometric resistance training
The primary aim of this study was to determine the neuromuscular adaptations that occur
after 8 weeks of unilateral isometric resistance training. Twenty males were recruited for this
study and randomly assigned to either complete 8 weeks of training or serve as a control. Three
training sessions were completed each week, with 30 maximal isometric knee extensions being
performed during each session. Before and after training, all participants were tested on
maximal voluntary knee extension of each leg. During the MVCs, the EMG activity of the VL
and biceps femoris was measured. The control group experienced no changes in MVC or EMG
activity. In the training group, MVC knee extension significantly increased in both the trained
10

and untrained legs (32.8% and 16.2%, respectively). EMG activity in the VL remained
unchanged in the trained and untrained legs. However, EMG activity of the biceps femoris
during maximal knee extension decreased in both the trained and untrained legs (20% and 13%,
respectively). In conclusion, the primary neuromuscular adaptation that occurred in both the
trained and untrained legs with 8 weeks of isometric resistance training was a decrease in
coactivation of the hamstrings during knee extension.
Kannus, Alosa, Cook, Johnson, Renstrom, Pope, Beynnon, Yasuda, Nichols, Kaplan, 1992
Effect of one-legged exercise on the strength, power and endurance of the
contralateral leg
The purpose of this study was to utilize combined isokinetic and isometric leg extension
(LE) and flexion on cross education. Ten males and ten women participated in this study and
were randomly assign to either a training or control group. The training intervention consisted of
3 days per week for 7 weeks, with both isokinetic and isometric strength training being
performed during all training sessions. Strength testing was completed with both isometric and
isokinetic peak torque. The trained leg experienced significant improvements in both isometric
and isokinetic peak torque in the quadriceps (34% and 11%, respectively) and hamstrings (20%
and 5%, respectively). The untrained leg demonstrated cross education by experiencing a
significant increase in isometric and isokinetic peak torque, but only in the quadriceps (12% and
9%, respectively). The untrained hamstring did not show any significant change in isometric or
isokinetic peak torque. Similar results were seen in terms of isokinetic power. The trained leg
experienced significant changes in isokinetic power in the quadriceps and hamstrings, whereas
the untrained leg only revealed significant changes in the quadriceps. This study further
analyzed the data by looking for any potential relationships between changes in the trained and
11

untrained legs. When analyzing strength parameters, there was a significant positive correlation
between percent change in the trained and untrained quadriceps and hamstrings (r=0.50 and
r=0.66, respectively). Similar correlations between trained and untrained quadriceps and
hamstrings were seen when analyzing power measures (r=0.48 and r=0.75, respectively). While
this study only utilized isometric and isokinetic training and testing, a clear cross education
effect of strength and power was seen in the untrained quadriceps muscles. Further, a positive
relationship was seen between changes in the trained and untrained legs, indicating that greater
increases in strength in the trained leg may be needed to experience changes in the untrained leg.
Tracy, Ivery, Hurlbet, Martel, Lemmer, Siegel, Metter, Fozard, Fleg, Hurley, 1999
Muscle quality. II. Effects of strength training in 65- to 75-yr-old men and women
The primary purpose of this study was to examine the differences in muscle quality of the
knee extensors after URT in elderly men and women. Muscle quality was defined as both
isometric and isotonic strength divided by muscle volume. Twelve elderly men and eleven
elderly women completed testing to determine isometric force, isokinetic peak torque and 1RM
of the knee extensors before and after a nine week URT program. URT was performed three
days per week and consisted of five sets of unilateral knee extension performed by the dominant
leg. The isometric force, isokinetic peak torque and 1RM significantly increased in the trained
leg of elderly males (11.4%, 7.2%, and 25.3%, respectively). The 1RM of the trained leg in
women also significantly increased (31.0%), with no change in isometric or isokinetic strength.
Both males and females experienced a significant increase in the 1RM of the untrained leg (9.2%
and 9.5%, respectively). Despite the greater increase in the 1RM of the trained leg in males,
there was a similar increase in 1RM in the untrained leg of males and females. The trained leg in
both males and females experienced a significantly greater increase in 1RM when compared to
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the untrained leg. In conclusion, nine weeks of URT increased the maximal isotonic force of the
knee extensors in the untrained leg of men and women. This is one of the only studies to utilize
dynamic unilateral resistance exercise to assess cross education in the legs.
Evetovich, Housh, Housh, Johnson, Smith, Ebersole, 2001
The effect of concentric isokinetic strength training of the quadriceps femoris on
electromyography and muscle strength in the trained and untrained limb
The primary aim of this study was to assess the efficacy of unilateral concentric
isokinetic training at increasing peak torque and maximal EMG activity of the VL. Twenty adult
men were assigned to either a training or control group. The participants had not engaged in
resistance training for at least one year. The training period was twelve weeks in length with
three training sessions per week. The training sessions consisted of four-to-six sets of ten
maximal concentric-only isokinetic LE of the nondominant leg. Testing of peak torque and
maximal EMG amplitude was measured at 0, 4, 8 and 12 weeks. Peak torque in the trained leg
significantly increased after 4 weeks of training and continued to increase through 12 weeks
(15.5%). The untrained leg showed a significant increase in peak torque after 12 weeks of
training (5.5%). Neither the trained or untrained leg showed any changes in maximal EMG
amplitude. The lack of adaptations in the untrained leg may be due to the training of the
nondominant limb, use of isokinetic training, measuring only EMG activity in the VL, or a
combination of the three.
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Shima, Ishida, Katayama, Morotome, Sato, Miyamura, 2002
Cross education of muscular strength during unilateral resistance training and
detraining
The purpose of this study was to assess MVC and maximal muscle activation after 6
weeks of URT of the plantar flexor muscles. Fifteen untrained males completed 4 training
sessions per week, which consisted of 3 sets of 10-12 repetitions at 70-75% of each participant’s
1RM. The maximal voluntary isometric contraction of the plantar flexor muscles significantly
increased in both the trained and untrained limbs (18.9% and 7.8%, respectively). Maximal
EMG was also significantly increased in the trained and untrained limbs (48.2% and 20.8%,
respectively). Voluntary activation was measured by comparing voluntary activation to an
electrically stimulated twitch and expressed as a percentage. The voluntary activation of both
the trained and untrained legs significantly increased after training (4.6% and 3.6%,
respectively). In summary, this study utilized 6 weeks of progressive resistance training to
increase the isometric strength, maximal EMG and percent of muscle activated in the untrained
plantar flexors.
Zhou, Oakman, Davie, 2002
Effects of unilateral voluntary and electromyostimulation training on muscular
strength on the contralateral limb
The primary aim of this study was to see if unilateral electromyostimulation training
would provide a similar cross education as unilateral isometric training. Thirty males
volunteered for this study with three even groups of ten. One group completed 4 weeks of
unilateral isometric knee extension, while another completed 4 weeks of unilateral
electromyostimulation of the knee extensors. The third group served as controls and participated
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in no training. All training was completed 3 days per week for a total of 12 training sessions.
An isometric training session consisted of 5 sets of 8 repetitions at 65% of MVC. Similarly, in
the electromyostimulation group each training session consisted of 40 stimulated isometric
contractions at a force equivalent to 65% of the individual’s MVC. Maximal isometric and
isokinetic torque was measured on each leg individually, as well as maximal EMG activity of the
RF, VL and vastus medialis during those tests. Both the isometric and electromyostimulation
groups experienced similar significant increases in in isometric and isokinetic strength in the
trained leg (Isometric group: 24.5% and 22.3%, respectively; Electromyostimulation: 21.1% and
21.7%, respectively). Also, both groups experienced similar cross education of isometric
strength, but not isokinetic strength. In terms of EMG, a trend existed in the trained and
untrained legs for maximal EMG of the VL, RF and vastus medialis to increase during a
maximal isometric contraction. In conclusion, after only 4 weeks of URT a cross education
effect was seen in isometric strength. While there were no significant changes in maximal EMG,
the trend towards greater muscle activation in the untrained limb is promising. By increasing the
intensity at which training is completed or having a larger sample size, the trends may have
become statistically significant improvements.
Farthing, Chilibeck, Binsted, 2005
Cross education of arm muscular strength is unidirectional in right-handed
individuals
In this study, the primary focus was to assess the directionality of cross education.
Thirty-nine right-handed females were randomized into a left-handed training, right-handed
training, or nontraining group. Both training groups completed 6 week of maximal isometric
ulnar deviation. The training intervention consisted of 4 training sessions per week, for a total of
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24 sessions, completing 2-6 sets of 8 repetitions. The trained arm in both the right-handed and
left-handed training groups experienced a significant increase in maximal isometric strength
(26.3% and 36.1%, respectively). However, only the right-handed training group had a
significant increase in strength in the untrained arm (39.0%). In summary, cross education
appears to be more likely to occur when URT is performed on the dominant arm. This finding
could explain why previous studies, which did not account for handedness, did not see any cross
education adaptations.
Munn, Herbet, Hancock, Gandevia, 2005
Training with unilateral resistance exercise increases contralateral strength
The focus of this study was to assess different URT volumes and contraction types on
cross education. One hundred fifteen participants were randomized into either a control group or
to complete 6 weeks of URT. Within the training groups were four subgroups: one set at high
speed, one set at slow speed, three sets at high speed and three sets at slow speed. The high
speed groups completed lifts with 1 second concentric and eccentric phases, while the slow
speed utilized 3 second concentric and eccentric phases. Training sessions for all 4 training
groups occur 3 days per week and consisted of 6-8 repetition of elbow flexion. Before and after
training, all participants completed a 1RM test of elbow flexion. In the trained arm, a single set
at slow speed resulted in a 25% increase in 1RM, whereas three sets at slow speed increased
strength by 48%. High speed increased strength gains by 11% in the trained arm. In the
untrained arm, performing three sets produced significantly greater increases in strength than
completing only one set. Training at high speed or slow speed did not significantly change the
cross education of strength. Also, a significant relationship was present between the changes in
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strength in the trained and untrained arms. These findings have a large impact on the
prescription of URT to experience the greatest cross education.
Coburn, Housh, Housh, Malek, Beck, Cramer, Johnson, Donlin, 2006
Effects of leucine and whey protein supplementation during eight weeks of
unilateral resistance training
This study was primarily focused on assessing the effect of leucine and whey protein
supplementation on URT. Thirty-three men (22.4 ± 2.4 years) were split into three groups:
supplementation, placebo and control. Both the supplementation and placebo groups completed 8
weeks of URT on a LE machine. The nondominant limb, determined by kicking preference, was
trained 3 days per week for during the 8 week training period. The training sessions consisted of
3-5 sets of 6 repetitions at 80% of the participant’s 1RM. The number of sets increased from 3
during the first week to 4 during the second week and ultimately 5 during weeks 3-8. In this
study, they were testing the strength and cross sectional area of both the trained and untrained
legs. The supplementation group had the greatest change in 1RM in the trained leg compared to
the placebo and control groups. However, the placebo group did have a significantly greater
change in 1RM strength of the trained leg compared to the control group. Both the
supplementation and placebo groups experienced significant increases in the cross-sectional area
of all four quadriceps muscles of the trained leg. When looking at the untrained leg, only the
supplementation group experienced an increase in 1RM. However, no significant changes were
seen in the cross-sectional area in any muscles for either the supplementation or placebo group.
The training program used in this study did not elicit cross education of strength. This may be
due to the use of only the LE exercise throughout the training program. The lower total training
volume may not be sufficient to cause hormonal release which would have a systemic effect on
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the untrained limb. In our current study, we will be utilizing both the LE and leg press (LP)
exercises to increase training volume.
Farthing, Borowsky, Chilibeck, Binsted, Sarty, 2007
Neuro-physiological adaptations associated with cross education of strength
This study assessed isometric strength, muscle thickness and maximal EMG activity of
the wrist muscles after 6 weeks of unilateral maximal isometric training. Twenty-three females
completed 6 weeks of unilateral maximal isometric ulnar deviation 4 days a week for a total of
24 training sessions. Post-testing revealed a significant increase in strength and muscle thickness
in the trained arm (44.7% and 8.4%, respectively). The untrained arm experienced a significant
increase in strength (45.8%) but not muscle thickness. Both the trained and untrained arms
significantly increased maximal EMG activity. This result supports the claim that the cross
education of strength is primarily due to neuromuscular adaptations rather than hypertrophic
gains.
Fimland, Helgerud, Solstad, Iversen, Leivseth, Hoff, 2009
Neural adaptations underlying cross education after unilateral strength training
The purpose of this study was to assess the neural adaptations of cross education after 4
weeks of isometric strength training. Twenty-six recreationally active individuals were
randomized into either a training or control group. All participants completed maximal isometric
plantar flexion strength testing. During this test, EMG activity was recorded from both the
gastrocnemius and soleus. The 4 weeks of resistant training consisted of six sets of six unilateral
maximal isometric plantar flexion contractions. Training sessions were completed 4 days per
week for a total of 16 sessions. After the training period, maximal isometric strength of the
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plantar flexors significantly increased in the trained and untrained legs of the training group
(38.6% and 27.3%, respectively). Moreover, the maximal EMG activity in the soleus and
gastrocnemius of the trained leg significantly increased after training (22.5% and 37.4%,
respectively). Also, the untrained leg showed similar increases in the maximal EMG activity of
the soleus (27.3%). While there was an increase in maximal EMG activity of the untrained
gastrocnemius (10.4%), it was not significant. In conclusion, this study showed that cross
education of strength and neuromuscular adaptations can occur in as little as 4 weeks of URT.
Farthing, Krentz, Magnus, Barss, Lanovaz, Cummine, Esopenko, Sarty, Borowsky, 2011
Changes in functional magnetic resonance imaging cortical activation with cross
education to an immobilized limb
In this study, URT was used as an intervention to prevent strength decreases to an
immobilized limb. Fourteen individuals volunteered for this and had their nondominant arm put
in a cast for 3 weeks. During this time, half of the individuals completed URT on their dominant
free arm. The resistance training was completed 5 days per week with each session consisting of
3 set of eight repetitions on a handgrip dynamometer. An additional set was added during each
training session. Testing consisted of isometric handgrip strength, muscle thickness assessed by
ultrasound, maximal muscle activation assessed by EMG, and functional magnetic resonance
imaging to assess cortical activation. The individuals who trained increased isometric handgrip
strength in the dominant trained arm (10.7%), whereas the non-training group did not experience
any significant strength change in their dominant arm. Also, the training group maintained the
strength in the immobilized arm, while the non-training group experienced a significant decrease
(-11.0%) in strength in the immobilized arm. No significant changes were seen the muscle
thickness of the trained arm. Also, there were no group differences in the muscle thickness of
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the immobilized arm. However when all subjects were pooled together, the immobilized arm
experienced a significant decrease (-3.3%) in muscle thickness. No significant changes were
seen in the maximal EMG of either arm in either group. However, maximal EMG showed an
increasing trend in training group and a decreasing trend in the non-training group, pooled across
arms. In terms of motor cortex activation, the training group experienced a significant increase
after training in activation during maximal isometric contraction of the untrained arm. The nontraining group did not experience any change in motor cortex activation after training during
immobilized arm maximal isometric contraction. In summary, 3 weeks of unilateral isometric
resistance training during limb immobilization can prevent the loss of strength in the
immobilized arm. However, a decrease in muscle thickness will still occur, which may indicate
that neuromuscular adaptations are occurring during the URT.
Tillin, Pain, Folland, 2011
Short-term unilateral resistance exercise training affects the agonist-antagonist but
not the force-agonist activation relationship
The aim of this study was to assess the effects of a 4 week unilateral isometric
resistance training program on the EMG activity of the knee extensors. Nine recreationally
active males completed this study, with all participants completing testing and training. The
training period was 4 weeks in length with 4 sessions being completed each week for a total of
16 training sessions. Each training session consisted of four sets of 10 unilateral isometric knee
extensions. After training, the trained and untrained legs experienced significant increases in
maximal isometric voluntary knee extension (20% and 8%, respectively). As expected, the
trained leg had a significantly higher increase than the untrained leg. Knee extensor maximal
EMG experienced a 26% increase in the trained leg, while the knee extensors in the untrained leg
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did not experience a significant change in maximal EMG. Also, EMG activity of the knee
extensors was recorded at isometric contractions of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of MVC. In the
trained leg, the EMG activity significantly increased at all submaximal intensities (26-31%).
The untrained leg knee extensors only increased EMG activity when tested at 20% of MVC
(15.7%). However, the increase in EMG activity at submaximal intensities is most likely due to
the fact that the absolute submaximal loads after training were higher than the pre-training loads.
Therefore, the changes in EMG after training when trying to move the same absolute load needs
additional investigation.
Neuromuscular adaptations to resistance exercise
Hakkinen, Komi, 1983
Electromyographic changes during strength training and detraining
The purpose of this study was to examine the neuromuscular adaptations to 16 weeks of
lower body resistance training and 8 weeks of detraining. Fourteen untrained males completed
the training, while 10 recreationally active males served as the control group. The primary
exercise during the training sessions was a dynamic barbell back squat with a load between 80
and 100% of the 1RM. Testing was conducted every 4 weeks throughout the training and
detraining period. Maximal isometric bilateral LE force, dominant unilateral isometric LE force
and averaged maximal integrated EMG activity of the RF, vastus medialis and VL was recorded
during testing sessions. The training group experienced a significant increase in isometric force
at the end of the 16-week training period (21.1%) and a significant decrease during the 8-week
detraining period (-12.0%). The decrease in strength did not return below pre-training values
and were still significantly higher than baseline. Also, maximal EMG activity of the RF and VL
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significantly increased after the 16-week resistance training program (22.7% and 23.3%,
respectively). The average integrated EMG from all three muscles showed a significant increase
with 16 weeks of resistance training (12.5%) and a significant decrease with 8 weeks of
detraining (-5.6%). Further analysis revealed that the average integrated EMG versus unilateral
LE force curve shifted significantly to the right with training. This means that less muscular
activation was needed during a contraction of the same absolute load after training. When
analyzing average integrated EMG compared to relative loads, there was a noticeable but nonsignificant shift to the right. This would indicate more muscle activation to lift the same relative
load after training; however this is most likely explained by relative loads being elevated due to a
higher MVC. This adaptation to resistance training could be considered a form of isometric
NME as less muscle was needed to lift the same absolute loads.
Aagaard, Simonsen, Andersen, Magnusson, Halkjӕr-Kristensen, Dyhre-Poulsen, 2000
Neural inhibition during maximal eccentric and concentric quadriceps contraction:
effects of resistance training
The aim of this study was to assess neuromuscular activity during different contraction
types after 14 weeks of resistance training. Fifteen men completed 38 training sessions during
the 14 week period. During the first four weeks, participants completed 4 sets of 5 lower body
exercises utilizing a 6-10 repetition maximum. The training program progressed to 5 sets with a
6-8 repetition maximum during the final 4 weeks. Maximal strength and neuromuscular
activation during fast eccentric, slow eccentric, slow concentric and fast concentric contractions
were recorded before and after training. Strength significantly improved during all 4
contractions after resistance training. Maximal muscle activation of the VL was significantly
increased during all 4 contractions. Maximal activation of the RF was significantly increased in
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all contractions except during fast concentric contractions. In conclusion, 14 weeks of
progressive resistance training can increase the maximal muscular activation of the VL and RF.
Del Balso, Cafarelli
Adaptations in the activation of human skeletal muscle induced by short-term
isometric resistance training
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of 4 weeks of isometric resistance
training on strength, rate of force development and the potential neural adaptations that are
occurring in untrained adult men. This study utilized a 4-week isometric training program of the
plantar flexor muscles, with participants completing 3 sessions per week. Each session had the
participant complete 6 sets of 10 maximal isometric contractions with 2 minutes between each
set. The variables tested in this study included MVC, rate of force development, maximal EMG,
voluntary activation and rate of activation. The results of the study showed that MVC and rate of
force development both increased after 4 weeks of isometric training (20.0% and 42.5%,
respectively). Interestingly, both MVC and rate of force development were significantly
improved from baseline by the third training day (p<.005). The increase in MVC coincided with
an increase in maximal EMG and voluntary activation (60.7% and 2.8%, respectively). Maximal
EMG was significantly greater than baseline by the seventh day of training, while voluntary
activation was significantly greater by the third training day (p<.001). There was also a
significant increase in rate of muscle activation (48.7%) after 4 weeks of resistance training.
Furthermore, the rate of activation had significantly improved by the third day of training. This
study showed that strength changes can occur in untrained men after only 4 weeks of resistance
training. Furthermore, the strength changes are most likely caused by the changes in muscular
activation, which also occurred after 4 weeks of training.
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Resistance exercise and movement economy
Ploutz, Tesch, Biro, Dudley, 1994
Effect of resistance training on muscle use during exercise.
This study utilized magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to assess muscle activation and
cross sectional area after 9 weeks of URT. Nine males completed 9 weeks, 2 sessions per week,
of 3-6 sets of 12 repetitions of unilateral knee extension. Each participants completed unilateral
1RM and an MRI of each leg. The 1RM significantly increased in both the trained and untrained
legs (14% and 7%, respectively). Also, the cross-sectional area of only the trained leg increased
(5%), while the cross-sectional area of the untrained leg remained unchanged. This result
supports the theory that cross education is caused by neuromuscular adaptations rather than
hypertrophic adaptations. MRI contrast shift indicated muscle use after an acute bout of
resistance exercise. The trained leg showed significantly less muscle with contrast shift at 50%,
75% and 100% of the pre-training 10RM loads after training for 9 weeks(-28.9%, -37.1% and 41.9%, respectively), indicating that less muscle was needed to lift the load. The untrained leg
experienced a lesser but still significant change at 75% and 100% of the pre-training 10RM loads
(-12.9% and -10.8%, respectively), indicating cross education in the ability to lift a load with less
muscle being activated. In conclusion, this study provides evidence that cross education
mechanisms are neuromuscular in nature and may result in a better economy of movement.
Sunde, Støren, Bjerkaas, Larsen, Hoff, Helgerud, 2010
Maximal strength training improves cycling economy in competitive cyclists
The primary focus of this study was to see how maximal strength training would affect
cycling performance. The main variables this study examined were cycling economy and work
efficiency at 70% of VO2max and time to exhaustion at maximal aerobic power. Eight
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competitive cyclists completed 8 weeks of maximal strength training in addition to their normal
endurance training, while five cyclists did not add strength training. The strength training was
completed 3 days per week, with each session composed of 4 sets of 4 repetitions of half squats.
The strength training group experienced significant improvements in cycling economy at 70%
VO2max (6.9%), work efficiency (4.7%) and time to exhaustion (17.2%). Maximal oxygen
uptake, cadence and body weight did not change in either group. This study shows that strength
training can be used to improve aerobic exercise ability during cycling while not affecting
maximal oxygen uptake.
Neuromuscular economy
Cadore, Pinto, Lhullier, Correa, Alberton, Pinto, Almeida, Tartaruga, Silva, Kruel, 2010
Physiological effects of concurrent training in elderly men.
The primary aim of this study was to see how strength, endurance and concurrent training
affected neuromuscular and hormonal adaptations in older adult males. Twenty-nine elderly
men were randomly assigned to complete strength, endurance or concurrent training 3 days per
week for 12 weeks. Strength training consisted of 2-3 sets of 9 exercises, progressing from sets
of 18-20 repetitions to 6-8 repetitions. The endurance training group completed 20-30 minutes
of cycle ergometry at an intensity progressing from 80% to 100% of their heart rate at ventilatory
threshold. The concurrent training group combined the two types of training on all training days.
Knee extensor isometric NME was determined by obtaining EMG activity at each participant’s
MVC and then assessing EMG activity at 40%, 60% and 80% of their MVC. The same absolute
load was used at post-testing. After the training period, the strength, endurance and concurrent
training groups improved lower body 1RM (67.6%, 24.7% and 41.3%, respectively), while only
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the concurrent and strength training groups improved upper body 1RM (32.6% and 33.7%,
respectively). Maximum isometric strength of the knee extensors was significantly increased
only in the strength training group (13.3%). Similarly, the maximum EMG activity of the VL
and RF only increased in the strength training group. The isometric NME for both the VL and
RF at any intensity remained unchanged in the concurrent and endurance training groups. The
isometric NME of the VL significantly decreased at 40%, 60% and 80% of MVC in the strength
training group (-19.5%, -20.7% and -23.7%, respectively). The isometric NME of the RF
showed a similar decrease at 60% and 80% intensities (-19.0% and -20.8%, respectively), but
experienced no change at 40%. The only significant change in hormonal concentrations was a
decrease in the free testosterone of the endurance training group. In conclusion, this study was
the first, to our knowledge, to show that resistance exercise not only increases the maximal EMG
activity, but also decreases submaximal EMG activity.
Cadore, Pinto, Alberton, Pinto, Lhullier, Tartargua, Correa, Almeida, Silva, Laitano, Kruel,
2011
Neuromuscular economy, strength, and endurance in healthy elderly men
The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships between dynamic NME, knee
extensor dynamic and isometric strength and endurance measures in elderly men. Twenty-eight
older adult males completed tests of maximal dynamic strength, muscular endurance, maximal
isometric strength, maximal workload, peak oxygen uptake, ventilatory threshold and dynamic
NME of the VL at 25, 50 and 75 watts. Pearson product-moment correlation test were used to
examine relationships between the variables. Dynamic NME of the VL at 25, 50 and 75 watts
were shown to have significantly negative relationship with 1RM (r=-0.45, r=-0.47 and r=-0.44,
respectively), rate of force development (r=-0.48, r=-0.46 and r=-0.50, respectively) and MVC of
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the knee extensors (r=-0.52, r=-0.60 and r=-0.61, respectively), indicating that individuals who
had higher 1RMs, rates of force development and MVCs activated less muscle during the
submaximal cycle ergometer test.
Cadore, Pinto, Pinto, Alberton, Correa, Tartargua, Silva, Almeida, Trindade, Kruel, 2011
Effects of strength, endurance, and concurrent training on aerobic power, and
dynamic neuromuscular economy in elderly men
This study compared the effectiveness of concurrent training with strength or endurance
training alone in elderly men. Twenty-three older men trained 3 times a week for 12 weeks in
their respective training group. Maximum aerobic workload, peak oxygen uptake and dynamic
NME of the VL and RF at 50, 75 and 100 watts were measured before and after the training
period. The endurance training group significantly reduced the amount of muscle activated in
the RF at 50, 75 and 100 watts (-41.1%, -28.7% and -22.6%, respectively), whereas the
concurrent training group only experienced a significant change in the dynamic NME of the RF
at 75 and 100 watts (-25.9% and -34.4%, respectively). The strength training group did not
improve dynamic NME in the RF at any wattage. The dynamic NME of the VL at any wattage
was unchanged after strength, endurance or concurrent training. The lack of changes in the
strength training group may be because the strength training program focused on muscular
endurance with only the last two weeks at a repetition range lower than 10 repetition maximum.
A strength training program that focuses more on muscular hypertrophy or strength may provide
a greater stimulus to the neuromuscular system.
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CHAPTER III: DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Participants
Nineteen participants were recruited for this study. Two participants in the control group
did not complete the study due to attrition; therefore, a total of seventeen participants completed
the study. All participants had not engaged in resistance training exercise within the last year.
Participants were allowed to be currently engaged in cardiovascular training as long as the total
volume did not exceed 150 minutes of moderate activity or 75 minutes of vigorous activity per
week. Before enrolling in the study, all participants completed a Confidential Medical and
Activity Questionnaire, as well as a Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q), to
determine if they had any physical limitations that would keep them from performing the testing
and/or training procedures. Potential participants were excluded from the study if they had been
using any ergogenic nutritional supplement within the last three months, such as, but not limited,
to protein powders and creatine. Throughout the study, participants were not allowed to use any
ergogenic nutritional supplements or engage in any outside structured resistance training
program. All participants provided informed consent before beginning the study.
Research Design
A randomized, controlled trial design was used to determine the effects of URT on the
strength, muscle activation and NME of the trained and untrained legs. Each participant visited
the Human Performance Laboratory for pre-testing, training sessions and post-testing. After
completing pre-testing, participants were randomly assigned to either the unilateral resistance
training (URT) or control (CON) group. Participants in the URT group completed 4 weeks of
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URT. During these 4 weeks, the CON group did not engage in any structured physical activity.
After the 4-week intervention period, all participants completed post-testing.
Variables
The independent variables included in this study were: (a) group [URT vs. CON] and (b)
time [pre vs. post]. The dependent variables included in this study were: (a) MVC expressed as
PKF, (b) maximal EMG of the RF and VL (c) NME of the RF and VL at 75 watts, 100 watts and
125 watts, and (d) 1RM on the LP and LE of both the trained and untrained legs. All dependent
variables were measured on each leg individually.
Instrumentation


A differential amplifier (MP150 BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) and software
(AcqKnowledge v4.2, BIOPAC Systems, Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) was used to collect and
analyze EMG data



An isokinetic dynamometer (S4, Biodex Medical System, Inc., New York, NY, USA) was
used to determine PKF of the knee extensors



A cycle ergometer (Corival, Lode B.V., Gronigen, the Netherlands) was used to complete the
NME cycling trials.



A LE, LP, chest press and low row (Power Lift & Conner Athletics Products, Inc., Jefferson,
IA, USA) was used to determine 1RM for each exercise, respectively.
Pre- and Post-Testing
Pre- and post-testing sessions occurred during the week before and after the training

period, respectively. All tests within each of the two testing sessions were completed on the
same day. Each participant completed an MVC test, NME test, exercise familiarization and
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1RM testing, in that order. All tests were performed on both legs. Limb dominance was assessed
via the Waterloo Footedness Questionnaire (Bryden, Lorin J Elias MP, 1998)Testing sessions
required a maximum of two and a half hours to complete.
1 Repetition Maximum Methods
Maximal strength was determined on four different exercises through 1RM testing. The
four exercises were unilateral LP and unilateral LE for each leg, as well as bilateral chest press
and low row. Prior to beginning the test, each participant completed a general and specific warm
up. The general warm up consisted of riding a cycle ergometer for 5 minutes at the participant’s
preferred resistance. The specific warm up consisted of 10 body weight squats, 10 alternating
lunges, 10 walking knee hugs and 10 walking butt kicks. Each participant performed two warmup sets using a resistance that was approximately 40-60% and 60-80% of their perceived
maximum, respectively. The third set served as the first attempt at the participant’s 1RM. If the
set was successfully completed, then weight was added and another set was attempted. If the set
was not successfully completed, then the weight was reduced and another set was attempted. A
3-5 min rest period was provided between each set. This process of adding and removing
weight continued until a 1RM was reached. A maximum of 6 attempts were performed.
Attempts not meeting the range of motion criterion for each exercise, as determined by the
trainer, were discarded. All 1RM tests were completed under the supervision of Certified
Strength and Conditioning Specialist.
Electromyography Methods
To assess EMG activity during the maximal voluntary isometric contraction and NME
test, a bipolar surface electrode arrangement was placed over the VL and RF of both legs.
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Electrode arrangement for each muscle was similar to the configuration previously reported by
Surface Electromyography for the Non-Invasive Assessment of Muscles (Hermens et al., 1999).
For the VL, electrodes were placed at approximately two-thirds of the line between anterior
superior iliac spine and lateral superior aspect of the patella. For the RF, electrodes were place at
the midpoint of the line between the inguinal crease and superior border of the patella. The
reference electrode was placed over the lateral epicondyle of femur. The skin beneath the
electrodes was shaved and cleaned with alcohol to keep inter-electrode impedance below 5,000
ohms. EMG signals were obtained with a differential amplifier (MP150 BIOPAC Systems, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA) sampled at 1,000 Hz. Files were then stored on an external drive for later
analysis. EMG signals were band-pass filtered from 10 Hz to 500 Hz and expressed as root
mean square (RMS) amplitude values by software (AcqKnowledge v4.2, BIOPAC Systems, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA).
Maximal Voluntary Isometric Contraction Methods
After previously stated electrode placement, participants completed an MVC test.
Individuals were positioned in a BioDex S4 isokinetic dynamometer in a seated position with the
hip at an angle of 110° and strapped to the machine at the waist and shoulders. Next, the
evaluators were positioned the individual’s knee at an angle of 110° of extension (180°
representing full extension). The participants were then instructed to exert their maximum
strength when trying to extend the knee and to produce the strength as fast as possible.
Researchers provided verbal encouragement throughout each trial to motivate participants to
perform a maximal contraction. Participants were given three attempts on each leg, with each
attempt lasting 5 seconds and there was a 3-minute rest interval between each attempt. The
highest PKF of the three attempts was recorded. At the point of PKF, a 1-second slice of the
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EMG signal was used to determine the maximal EMG activity. The highest EMG- RMS
amplitude value from the three attempts was used as the participant’s maximum EMG activity
for each leg and muscle, respectively.
Neuromuscular Economy Methods
The NME test has been previously described by Cadore et al. (Cadore et al., 2011b).
Briefly, participants performed three 3-minute trials of cycle ergometry at 75, 100 and 125 watts,
respectively. The order of the three trials was randomized. A cadence between 70 and 75 rpm
was maintained by each participant throughout each trial. During each trial, the EMG-RMS
amplitude values were recorded from the middle two minutes of each trial and reported as a
percent of maximal value obtained during the maximal isometric strength test. These values
represent the participant’s NME for each leg (DOM or NON), muscle (RF or VL) and at each
intensity (75, 100, or 125 watts), respectively.
Familiarization Methods
During the pre-testing session, familiarization of the required exercises was performed.
Each participant was instructed about proper form and cadence of each exercise. At this time
they completed 1RM tests previously described above for the unilateral LE, unilateral LP, chest
press, and seated row exercises. Participants were then randomly assigned into either the CON
group or URT group.
Unilateral Training Methods
Throughout the four-week intervention period, each participant in the URT group
reported to the Strength and Conditioning Laboratory three times per week (Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday) for their exercise session. If a participant missed a training session,
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make up sessions were scheduled with laboratory staff to ensure that 12 total sessions were
completed during the four weeks while still maintaining appropriate rest periods between
training sessions. Prior to each session, participants completed a general and specific warm up.
The general warm up consisted of a riding a cycle ergometer for 5 minutes at their preferred
resistance. The specific warm up consisted of 10 body weight squats, 10 alternating lunges, 10
walking knee hugs and 10 walking butt kicks. During each training session, participants in the
URT group performed a unilateral lower body and bilateral upper body resistance training
routine. Exercise order and volume can be seen in Table 1. All exercises were completed for 3
sets of 8-10 repetitions at 80% of the participant’s previously determined 1RM. In the event that
a participant could not complete the minimum amount of repetitions, they were allowed up to 30
seconds to recover and resume the set. If the participant was still unable to complete the required
number of repetitions, then the weight was reduced on subsequent sets. The rest interval
between each set was 90 seconds. Unilateral lower body exercises were performed on the
dominant limb. The load and number of repetitions for each exercise were recorded in workout
logs. All training sessions were supervised by a Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist.
The untrained limb remained relaxed throughout the exercise protocol. Participants were able
maintain recreational activities as usual, but were no allowed to participate in any structured
exercise programs throughout the duration of this study.
Data Analysis
All data was analyzed using a one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) of the posttesting values using the pre-testing values as the covariate. Results were considered significant
at an alpha level of p ≤ 0.05.
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The effect of URT was analyzed using magnitude-base inferences calculated from 90%
confidence intervals, as previously described by Batterham and Hopkins (2009). Changes from
pre- to post-testing were analyzed to assess differences between groups. These values were then
analyzed via a published spreadsheet, with the smallest non-trivial difference set at 20% of the
grand standard deviation. All data was expressed with percent chances of a beneficial, trivial
and negative outcome. Qualitative inferences, based on quantitative chances were assessed as:
<1% almost certainly not, 1-5% very unlikely, 5-25% unlikely, 25-75% possibly, 75-95% likely,
95-99% very likely and >99% almost certainly.
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS
Seventeen participants completed this study. One participant in the URT group was not
included in data analysis due his EMG data falling two standard deviations outside of the group
mean; therefore, results are reported for 16 participants. Table 2 displays the mean and standard
deviation (mean ± SD) values for the age, height and weight of our participants in each group.
Absolute Strength Measures
Table 3 displays the mean and standard deviation (mean ± SD) values for all the strength
measures (PKFDOM, PKFNON, LPDOM, LPNON, LEDOM, LENON) before and after training for both
the URT and CON groups.
Maximum Voluntary Contraction
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences for PKFDOM
(p=0.188) or PKFNON (p=0.948) between the URT and CON groups following the intervention
period. Figure 1 shows the adjusted post-training PKFDOM and PKFNON for the URT and CON
groups, respectively.
1 Repetition Maximum
After accounting for pretest values, there was a significant difference between the URT
and CON groups for LPDOM (p=0.003) and LPNON (p=0.034) following the intervention period.
The URT group was significantly higher than the CON group for LPDOM and LPNON. Figure 2
shows the adjusted post-training LPDOM and LPNON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
After accounting for pretest values, there was a significant difference between the URT
and CON groups for LEDOM (p=0.018) following the intervention period. The URT group was
significantly higher than the CON group for LEDOM. There was no difference for LENON
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(p=0.482) between the URT and CON groups. Figure 3 shows the adjusted post-training LEDOM
and LENON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
Maximal EMG Measures
Table 4 displays the mean and standard deviation (mean ± SD) values for all the
maximal EMG measures (MaxVLDOM, MaxVLNON, MaxRFDOM, MaxRFNON, MaxTotalDOM,
MaxTotalNON) before and after training for both the URT and CON groups. Table 5 displays the
results from the Hopkins Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in maximal EMG
values between the URT and CON groups.
Max EMG Vastus Lateralis
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for MaxVLDOM (p=0.101) and MaxVLNON (p=0.062) following the
intervention period. According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive
(89.9%) and Very Likely Positive (96.0%) effect of URT on the changes in MaxVLDOM and
MaxVLNON, respectively. Figure 4 shows the adjusted post-training MaxVLDOM and MaxVLNON
for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
Max EMG Rectus Femoris
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for MaxRFDOM (p=0.162) and MaxRFNON (p=0.179) following the
intervention period. According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive
(88.1% and 83.1%, respectively) effect of URT on the changes in MaxRFDOM and MaxRFNON.
Figure 5 shows the adjusted post-training MaxRFDOM and MaxRFNON for the URT and CON
groups, respectively.
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Max EMG Total
After accounting for pretest values, there was no significant difference between the URT
and CON groups for MaxTotalDOM (p=0.075) following the intervention period. There was a
significant difference between the URT and CON groups for MaxTotalNON (p=0.016) following
the intervention period. The URT group was significantly higher than the CON group for
MaxTotalNON. According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive (94.6%)
and Very Likely Positive (98.3%) effect of URT on the changes in MaxTotalDOM and
MaxTotalNON, respectively. Figure 6 shows the adjusted post-training MaxTotalDOM and
MaxTotalNON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
Submaximal EMG Measures
Tables 6 and 7 display the mean and standard deviation (mean ± SD) values for all the
submaximal EMG measures (75VLDOM, 100VLDOM, 125VLDOM, 75VLNON, 100VLNON,
125VLNON, 75RFDOM, 100RFDOM, 125RFDOM, 75RFNON, 100RFNON, 125RFNON) before and after
training for both the URT and CON groups, respectively. Table 8 displays the results from the
Hopkins Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in submaximal EMG values
between the URT and CON groups.
Submaximal EMG Vastus Lateralis
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for 75VLDOM (p=0.339), 100VLDOM (p=0.446) and 125VLDOM (p=0.107).
There was a Likely Positive (77.5% and 92.6%, respectively) effect of URT on the changes in
75VLDOM and 125VLDOM. There was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in 100VLDOM.
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Figure 7 shows the adjusted post-training 75VLDOM, 100VLDOM and 125VLDOM for the URT and
CON groups, respectively.
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for 75VLNON (p=0.638), 100VLNON (p=0.328) and 125VLNON (p=0.490).
According to magnitude-based inferences, there was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in
75VLNON, 100VLNON and NME125VLNON. Figure 8 shows the adjusted post-training 75VLNON,
100VLNON and 125VLNON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
Submaximal EMG Rectus Femoris
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for 75RFDOM (p=0.493), 100RFDOM (p=0.336) and 125RFDOM (p=0.084).
There was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in 75RFDOM, 100RFDOM and 125RFDOM.
Figure 9 shows the adjusted post-training 75RFDOM, 100RFDOM and 125RFDOM for the URT and
CON groups, respectively.
After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for 75RFNON (p=0.704), 100RFNON (p=0.281) and 125RFNON (p=0.603).
According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive (88.5% and 89.3%,
respectively) effect of URT on the changes in 75RFNON and 100RFNON. There was an Unclear
effect of URT on the changes in 125RFNON Figure 10 shows the adjusted post-training 75RFNON,
100RFNON and 125RFNON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
Neuromuscular Economy Measures
Table 9 and 10 display the mean and standard deviation (mean ± SD) values for all the
NME measures (NME75VLDOM, NME100VLDOM, NME125VLDOM, NMESlopeVLDOM,
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NME75VLNON, NME100VLNON, NME125VLNON, NMESlopeVLNON,NME75RFDOM,
NME100RFDOM, NME125RFDOM, NMESlopeRFDOM,NME75RFNON, NME100RFNON,
NME125RFNON, NMESlopeRFNON) before and after training both the URT and CON groups,
respectively. Table 11displays the mean and standard deviation (mean ± SD) values for all the
NME slope measures (NMESlopeVLDOM, NMESlopeVLNON, NMESlopeRFDOM,
NMESlopeRFNON) before and after training both the URT and CON groups, respectively. Table
12 displays the results from the Hopkins Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in
NME values between the URT and CON groups. Table 13 displays the results from the Hopkins
Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in NME slope values between the URT and
CON groups.
Neuromuscular Economy Vastus Lateralis
After accounting for pretesting values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for NME75VLDOM (p=0.166) and NME100VLDOM (p=0.064). There was
a significant difference between the URT and CON groups for NME125VLDOM (p=0.033) with
the URT group presenting significantly lower values than the CON group. According to
magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive (90.9% and 88.8%, respectively) and
Very Likely Positive (98.3%) effect of URT on the changes in NME75VLDOM, NME100VLDOM
and NME125VLDOM, respectively. After accounting for pretest slope, there was no significant
difference between the URT and CON groups for NMESlopeVLDOM (p=0.205). According to
magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive (89.6%) effect of URT on the changes in
NMESlopeVLDOM. Figure 11 shows the adjusted post-training NME75VLDOM, NME100VLDOM,
NME125VLDOM and NMESlopeVLDOM for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
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After accounting for pretest values, there was no significant difference between the URT
and CON groups for NME75VLNON (p=0.394), NME100VLNON (p=0.564) and NME125VLNON
(p=0.532). According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely Positive (76.6% and
78.8%, respectively) effect of URT on the changes in NME75VLNON and NME125VLNON.
There was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in NME100VLNON. After accounting for
pretest slope, there was no significant difference between the URT and CON groups for
NMESlopeVLNON (p=0.354). According to magnitude-based inferences, there was an Unclear
effect of URT on the changes in NMESlopeVLNON. Figure 12 shows the adjusted post-training
NME75VLNON, NME100VLNON, NME125VLNON and NMESlopeVLNON for the URT and CON
groups, respectively.
Neuromuscular Economy Rectus Femoris
After accounting for pretest values, there was no significant difference between the URT
and CON groups for NME75RFDOM (p=0.279) and NME100RFDOM (p=0.120). There was a
significant difference between the URT and CON groups for NME125RFDOM (p=0.046) with the
URT group presenting significantly lower values than the CON group. According to magnitudebased inferences, there was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in NME75RFDOM and
NME100RFDOM. There was a Likely Positive (85.6%) effect of URT on the change in
NME125RFDOM. After accounting for pretest slope, there was a significant difference between
the URT and CON groups for the NMESlopeRFDOM (p=0.017) with the URT group presenting
significantly lower values than the CON group. According to magnitude-based inferences, there
was an Unclear effect of URT on the change in NMESlopeRFDOM. Figure 13 shows the adjusted
post-training NME75RFDOM, NME100RFDOM, NME125RFDOM and NMESlopeRFDOM for the
URT and CON groups, respectively.
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After accounting for pretest values, there were no significant differences between the
URT and CON groups for NME75RFNON (p=0.756), NME100RFNON (p=0.298) and
NME125RFNON (p=0.435). According to magnitude-based inferences, there was a Likely
Positive (94.9%) and Very Likely Positive (95.3%) effect of URT on the changes in
NME75RFNON and NME100RFNON, respectively. There was an Unclear effect of URT on the
changes in NME125RFNON. After accounting for pretest slope, there was no significant
difference between the URT and CON groups for the NMESlopeRFNON (p=0.680). According to
magnitude-based inferences, there was an Unclear effect of URT on the changes in
NMESlopeRFNON. Figure 14 show the adjusted post-training NME75RFNON, NME100RFNON,
NME125RFNON and NMESlopeRFNON for the URT and CON groups, respectively.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION
The primary findings of this study were that four weeks of URT increased the strength of
both the trained and untrained legs. Also, maximal EMG amplitude of both the dominant and
nondominant legs increased with training. Further, there was an improvement in the NME of
both the VL and RF in the dominant and nondominant legs at varying workloads.
Strength Measures
While many studies have examined URT, only two have utilized dynamic resistance
training as the mode of exercise (Coburn et al., 2006; Tracy et al., 1999). In the current study,
participants increased PKF, LP strength and LE strength in the dominant leg (11.03±7.68%,
77.63±44.66%, and 46.76±16.17%, respectively). However, in the nondominant leg, significant
increases in strength were only seen in LP strength (64.88±54.09%), with no significant changes
in PKF (4.98±14.25%) or LE strength (18.74±16.81%). Utilizing a similar population and
training program, Coburn et al. (2006) reported lower changes in LE strength for the trained
(22.4%) and untrained (2.8%, n.s.) legs. In contrast to the training program from Coburn et al.
(2006), which only consisted of the LE for training, the current training program contained both
LP and LE exercises. Increasing training volume, by including both the LP and LE exercises
may have contributed to larger strength gains in the current study. Additionally, the current
study trained the dominant leg, whereas Coburn et al. (2006) trained the nondominant leg.
Previous research has shown the greatest cross education to occur when training the dominant
limb (Farthing et al., 2005), which may account for the larger strength gains in the untrained leg
seen in the current study.
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The greatest strength changes seen in this study were in the dynamic movements (LP:
77.63%; LE: 46.76%, respectively). It is to be expected that peak isometric strength (11.03%)
would not improve at the same rate of LP or LE strength since no isometric training was
performed during the training period. Tracy et. al (1999) reported similar improvements in
strength when performing 9 weeks of URT with older adults. Similarly, previous studies have
shown that strength increases are specific to the action that is trained (Morrissey, Harman, &
Johnson, 1995). The nondominant leg also achieved the greatest strength changes in the LP
exercise (64.88%) with no significant improvements in isometric strength (4.98%). Our cross
education in LP strength was similar to results seen following twelve weeks of eccentric URT
(77%) (Hortobagyi et al., 1997). Previous research has shown that the untrained leg only
improves strength in the modality in which the contralateral leg was trained (Tracy et al., 1999).
Therefore, cross education of strength may be specific to the utilized modality.
The current study yielded consistently greater increases in strength in the untrained leg
than previous URT studies. This may be due to the moderate to high intensity training program
utilized or the use of dynamic constant external resistance training. All participants performed
workouts at 80% of their 1RM with load progression occurring whenever 10 repetitions were
completed for all three sets. Previously, training programs in URT studies focused on higher
volume with sets reaching 10-20 repetitions (Tracy et al., 1999). Utilizing training at 80% of
1RM has been shown to be more effective at increasing strength than training with loads less
than 80% (Hoffman, Wendell, Cooper, & Kang, 2003). Other URT studies have either used
isometric (Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992; Garfinkel & Cafarelli, 1992; Komi et al., 1978), isokinetic
(Evetovich et al., 2001; Hortobagyi et al., 1999; Hortobagyi et al., 1997; Narici et al., 1989) or
concentric only (Ploutz et al., 1994) training. Dynamic resistance training utilizes both
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concentric and eccentric movements against a load and has been shown to increase strength
greater than concentric only training (Dudley, Tesch, Miller, & Buchanan, 1991).
The physiological mechanisms for the changes in strength for the trained limb are most
likely both muscular and neural, whereas the untrained limb would primarily respond via neural
adaptations (Moritani, 1979). Previous research has demonstrated that during URT for four
weeks, the trained limb experiences a near equal contribution from neural factors and
hypertrophy; while the untrained limb relies on neural factors with little contribution from
hypertrophy (Moritani, 1979). In the current study, maximal and submaximal recruitment was
measured, but changes in muscle hypertrophy were not examined. Neural factors that may
contribute to an increase in muscular strength include increased motor unit activation, firing rates
or synchronization (Carroll et al., 2006).
This study showed that 4 weeks of dynamic URT resulted in significant increases in
strength in both the dominant and nondominant legs. It was also shown that both the dominant
and nondominant legs achieved the greatest strength gains in the modality in which the dominant
leg was trained. These results imply that the cross education of strength follows the specificity
principle and practitioners should keep this in mind when prescribing URT.
Maximal EMG Measures
In this study, ANCOVA revealed significant differences in total maximal EMG of the
nondominant leg. However, magnitude-based inferences revealed a Likely or Very Likely
Positive effect of URT on all maximal EMG measures of the VL and RF for both the dominant
and nondominant legs. The previous research examining the cross education of EMG activity in
the quadriceps has shown no significant changes (Carolan & Cafarelli, 1992; Evetovich et al.,
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2001; Garfinkel & Cafarelli, 1992; Hortobagyi et al., 1997; Komi et al., 1978; Narici et al., 1989;
Tillin et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2002). This is most likely due to the training protocol utilized in
the current study which consisted of both concentric and eccentric muscle actions during
dynamic resistance training. Eccentric exercise training has been shown to produce greater
neural adaptations than concentric exercise training (Hortobagyi et al., 1997). It has also been
hypothesized that concentric and eccentric contractions have unique motor unit recruitment
patterns, with eccentric contractions selectively recruiting high-threshold motor units (Nardone,
Romano, & Schieppati, 1989). Furthermore, previous research has shown that concentric and
eccentric URT can increase maximal EMG amplitude of the untrained VL, with eccentric
training producing significantly greater gains than concentric training (Hortobagyi et al., 1997).
Therefore, utilizing both concentric and eccentric contractions, as in dynamic resistance training,
should ensure maximal recruitment of all motor units within the muscle and produce the greatest
neuromuscular gains in the untrained limb.
Maximal EMG can be increased through greater motor unit activation, motor unit
synchronization, or motor unit firing rate (Gabriel, Kamen, & Frost, 2006). As these variables
were not measured in the current investigation, the specific adaptation that occurred in the
dominant and nondominant legs is unclear. Previous research has shown that when a limb is
exercised unilaterally, the unused contralateral muscle group is activated while at rest
(Hortobagyi et al., 1997; Houston, Froese, St P, Green, & Ranney, 1983; Zijdewind & Kernell,
2001). The magnitude of activity in the unused leg, relative to the activity in the active leg, is no
more than 10% during leg extension and 20% during leg press (Houston et al., 1983). One
previous study has shown an increase in voluntary activation, via a decrease in superimposed
twitch, of the untrained muscle group after four weeks of URT (Lee, Gandevia, & Carroll, 2009).
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Previous research has also shown that motor unit firing rate of the VL increases after six weeks
of resistance training and may be the primary factor in early gains in muscular strength (Kamen
& Knight, 2004). Furthermore, Milner-Brown et al. (1975) showed that motor units
synchronization, the simultaneous firing of motor units, increased after six weeks of URT. There
is evidence that resistance training can increase motor unit activation (Knight & Kamen, 2001),
firing rate (Kamen & Knight, 2004) and synchronization (Milner-Brown & Lee, 1975); however,
as none of these variable were measured in the current study, it is unclear what specific
adaptation or combination of adaptations occurred.
This study showed that 4 weeks of URT elicits changes in the maximal EMG signals of
the VL and RF of both the dominant and nondominant legs. This increase in maximal EMG is
indicative of an increase in neural drive during maximal contraction. It is possible that this
increase in neural drive is the primary adaptation occurring with the cross education of strength.
Submaximal EMG Measures
In the current study, no significant differences were observed in the submaximal EMG of
the VL or RF in either the dominant or nondominant leg during the NME cycling test.
Therefore, the URT did not change the amount of motor unit recruitment during the cycle
ergometer trials. However, there was a Likely Positive effect of URT on submaximal EMG of
the dominant VL at 75 and 125 watts and of the nondominant RF at 75 and 100 watts. A
decrease in submaximal EMG activity may be due to increased muscle size, not measured in the
current study, which would reduce the amount of muscle mass recruited during a submaximal
effort. Previous research has observed an initial increase in the EMG/force relationship during
the early stages of training followed by a reduction in the EMG/force relationship as training
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progressed (Häkkinen & Komi, 1982; Komi et al., 1978). This decrease in the EMG/force
relationship is most likely due to muscle hypertrophy, which becomes the primary contributor to
strength gains after 4 weeks of training (Moritani, 1979) because the decrease in submaximal
EMG was not consistent across muscles or workloads, it is unclear what adaptation, if any,
occurred in response to the URT program.
Neuromuscular Economy Measures
While there were no consistent changes in submaximal EMG, there were significant
improvements in NME in both the VL and RF of the dominant leg at 125 watts. The significant
improvements seen at 125 watts, the highest workload measured in this study, mirror previous
studies on economy, which saw the greatest improvements at the highest intensities measured
(Cadore et al., 2010; Cadore et al., 2011a; Häkkinen & Komi, 1982; Komi et al., 1978). Similar
to the strength measures, adaptations in neuromuscular economy appear to be specific to the
intensity of training. Further analysis through magnitude-based inferences revealed Likely
Positive or Very Likely Positive effects of URT on most NME values of the dominant and
nondominant legs, except for NME75RFDOM, NME100RFDOM, NME100VLNON, and
NME125RFNON. NME is a function of both submaximal and maximal EMG values; therefore,
a decrease can occur with either a decrease in submaximal EMG or an increase in maximal
EMG. Previous research on NME has defined it as the “lower muscle activation, represented by
EMG signal amplitude, necessary to perform the same absolute load” (Cadore et al., 2011a). In
the current study, a consistent increase in maximal EMG was observed with no significant
changes in submaximal EMG. These results indicate that URT did not decrease submaximal
muscle activation, but rather increased maximal muscle activation. Based on these results, NME
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should be defined as an individual’s relative muscle recruitment needed to complete a task.
While the current investigation provides evidence that there may be a cross education of NME, it
is most likely due to an increase in maximal recruitment of the untrained musculature rather than
a decrease in submaximal recruitment. If this is the case, then the primary adaptations that
occurred during the four weeks of URT in this study are related to increased neural drive in both
the trained and untrained limb.
After examination of NME across the three submaximal cycling workloads, a significant
decrease in the slope of the regression line after training was observed in the RF of the trained
leg. Additionally, there was a Likely Positive effect of URT on the slope of the NME/workload
relationship of the dominant VL. These results show that URT may decrease the rise in NME
across increasing workloads. Previous work on NME of the VL has not reported slope values,
but can be calculated from the presented data to be approximately 0.292 (Cadore et al., 2011a).
Interestingly, the slope dropped to 0.226 after 12 weeks of resistance training (Cadore et al.,
2011a). The slope of the currently reported pre-test NME for the VL when pooling both groups
was 0.170. The reason for the lower slope is most likely due to the differences in the populations
and relative workloads for these two studies. The current study examined untrained young adult
males while the other study examined untrained older adult males. Future research should
compare the age-related differences in NME.
In this study, NME does appear to improve with URT in the VL and RF of both the
dominant and nondominant legs. However, with no changes in submaximal recruitment, the
improvement in NME is most likely due to an increase in maximal EMG.
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Future Research
This study has led to numerous questions that should be addressed in future research.
Being one of the first studies to use dynamic URT to produce cross education, it will be
important to determine how adjusting various training program variables will impact cross
education. Comparing programs focused on high intensity or high volume protocols may
provide more information on how to achieve the greatest cross education.
In the current study, the magnitude of cross education in young adult males was explored,
but future studies should examine the practical applications of URT in both men and women.
URT may be useful for injured athletes who are immobilized in one limb. Previous research has
shown that URT can attenuate the loss of muscular strength and size of a casted arm (Farthing,
2009). Another population which could utilize URT would be individuals who have suffered a
stroke and are currently suffering from a loss of strength and function on one side of their body.
Training the unaffected side of the body may results in strength improvements on the affected
side and, ultimately, improve quality of life.
Summary
In conclusion, this study showed that four weeks of dynamic URT resulted in increased
strength and maximal EMG activity in both the trained and untrained legs. Furthermore, it
appears that the cross education of strength is specific to the modality in which the contralateral
limb was trained. The increase in maximal EMG activity may impact NME in both the trained
and untrained legs more than submaximal EMG recruitment. The improvement in NME without
consistent decreases in submaximal EMG recruitment implies that NME is a measure of relative
activation as opposed to the previously stated “lower muscle activation” by Cadore et al (Cadore
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et al., 2011a). These results show that URT can be an effective means of improving the strength
and neuromuscular activation of both the trained and untrained legs.
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APPENDIX A: FIGURES
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Figure 1: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Peak Force of the Dominant and
Nondominant Leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Peak Force (covariate; adjusted
pretest mean=892.76 and 862.38, respectively). No significant differences between groups for
the initial differences in pretest Peak Force (covariate; adjusted pretest mean=892.76 and 862.38,
respectively). No significant differences between groups for Peak Force (p=.188 and .948,
respectively).

Figure 2: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Leg Press of the Dominant and
Nondominant Leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Leg Press (covariate; adjusted
pretest mean=100.36 and 86.32, respectively). *Significant differences between groups in Leg
Press for the Dominant and Nondominant legs (p=.003 and .034, respectively).
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Figure 3: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Leg Extension of the Dominant and
Nondominant Leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Leg Extension (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=49.89 and 48.90, respectively). *Significant differences between groups
in Leg Extension for the Nondominant leg (p=.482).

Figure 4: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Max EMG VL of the Dominant and
Nondominant Leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Max EMG VL (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=1122.40 and 1129.36, respectively). No significant differences between
groups in Max EMG VL for the Dominant and Nondominant leg (p=.248 and .062, respectively).
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Figure 5: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Max EMG RF of the Dominant and
Nondominant Leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Max EMG RF (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=1337.39 and 1310.07, respectively). No significant differences between
groups in Max EMG RF for the Dominant and Nondominant leg (p=.162 and .179, respectively).

Figure 6: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Max EMG Total of the Dominant
and Nondominant leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Max EMG Total (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=2459.80 and 2439.42, respectively). *Significant differences between
groups in Max EMG Total for the Nondominant leg (p=.016). No significant differences
between groups in Max EMG Total for the Dominant leg (p=.075).
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Figure 7: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Submaximal EMG of the VL of the
Dominant leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Submaximal EMG of the VL
(covariate; adjusted pretest mean=148.16, 185.94 and 243.88, respectively). No significant
differences between groups in Submaximal EMG of the VL for the Dominant leg (p=.339, .446
and .107, respectively).

Figure 8: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Submaximal EMG of the VL of the
Nondominant leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Submaximal EMG of the VL
(covariate; adjusted pretest mean=152.92, 193.17 and 241.63, respectively). No significant
differences between groups in Submaximal EMG of the VL for the Nondominant leg (p=.638,
.328 and .490, respectively).
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Figure 9: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest Submaximal EMG of the RF of the
Dominant leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Submaximal EMG of the RF
(covariate; adjusted pretest mean=63.65, 74.68 and 90.83, respectively). No significant
differences between groups in Submaximal EMG of the RF for the Dominant leg (p=.493, .336
and .084, respectively).

Figure 10: Mean values (+SEM) for posttest Submaximal EMG of the RF of the
Nondominant leg adjusted for the initial differences in pretest Submaximal EMG of the RF
(covariate; adjusted pretest mean=69.79, 81.65 and 99.79, respectively). No significant
differences between groups in Submaximal EMG of the RF for the Nondominant leg (p=.704,
.281 and .603, respectively).
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Figure 11: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest NME of the VL of the Dominant
Leg at all workloads adjusted for the initial differences in pretest NME (covariate; adjusted
pretest mean=13.87, 17.21, and 22.65, respectively). *Significant differences between groups in
NME of the VL at 75W or 100W or in NME Slope (p=.166, .064 and .205, respectively).

Figure 12: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest NME of the VL of the
Nondominant Leg at all workloads adjusted for the initial differences in pretest NME (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=15.08, 18.60, and 23.64, respectively). No significant differences
between groups in NME of the VL at 75W, 100W or 125W or in NME Slope (p=.394, .564, .532
and .354, respectively)
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Figure 13: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest NME of the RF of the Dominant
Leg at all workloads adjusted for the initial differences in pretest NME (covariate; adjusted
pretest mean=5.69, 6.57, and 7.57, respectively). *Significant differences between groups in
NME of the RF at 125W and NME Slope (p=.046 and .017, respectively). No significant
differences between groups in NME of the RF at 75W or 100W (p=.279 and .120, respectively).

Figure 14: Adjusted mean values (+SEM) for posttest NME of the RF of the
Nondominant Leg at all workloads adjusted for the initial differences in pretest NME (covariate;
adjusted pretest mean=5.85, 6.75, and 8.09, respectively). No significant differences between
groups in NME of the RF at 75W, 100W or 125W or in NME Slope (p=.756, .298, .435 and
.680, respectively)
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APPENDIX B: TABLES
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Table 1: Unilateral resistance training session

Table 2: Participant characteristics expressed as mean and (standard deviation)

60

Table 3: Mean and (SD) for all absolute strength values. Pre- and post-testing values for both the Control and Training groups
are displayed.

Table 4: Mean and (SD) for all Max EMG values. Pre- and post-testing values for both the Control and Training groups are
displayed.
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Table 5: Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in Max EMG (mV) values between Control and Training groups.
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Table 6: Mean and (SD) for all submaximal EMG values for the dominant leg. Pre- and post-testing values for both the
Control and Training groups are displayed.

Table 7: Mean and (SD) for all submaximal EMG values for the nondominant leg. Pre- and post-testing values for both the
Control and Training groups are displayed.
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Table 8: Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in submaximal EMG (mV) values between Control and Training
groups.
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Table 9: Mean and (SD) for all neuromuscular economy values for the dominant leg. Pre- and post-testing values for both the
Control and Training groups are displayed.

Table 10: Mean and (SD) for all neuromuscular economy values for the nondominant leg. Pre- and post-testing values for both
the Control and Training groups are displayed.
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Table 11: Mean and (SD) for all neuromuscular economy slope values. Pre- and post-testing values for both the Control and
Training groups are displayed.
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Table 12: Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in neuromuscular economy (%) values between Control and
Training groups.
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Table 13: Magnitude-Based Inferences comparing the changes in neuromuscular economy slope values between Control and
Training groups.
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